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Tapo Story
Tapo's journey is driven by a simple belief: that 
technology should enhance lives and empower 
individuals to embrace the future. 

As a global smart home brand renowned for its diverse 
range of high-quality products, Tapo offers a 
comprehensive lineup of smart home devices, including 
smart plugs, bulbs, security cameras, switches, and 
more. This extensive selection ensures that consumers 
can find the perfect solutions to meet their specific 
needs and preferences.

Tapo remains steadfast in its commitment to being 
"Smart, Secure, and Easy." The brand continuously 
refines and expands its product line, incorporating the 
latest technological advancements while prioritizing the 
user experience. 

Experience the seamless integration of technology with 
Tapo as your trusted companion on the journey towards 
a smarter, more connected future.
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Tapo Smart Home Solution
Elevate your smart lifestyle with Tapo. Our Tapo Homebase and Tapo app consolidate smart 
home control. Free yourself from daily chores with Tapo vacuums. Enhance security using 
24/7 Tapo cameras, doorbells, and locks. Ensure comfort and safety with real-time Tapo 
sensors. Convert appliances into smart devices via Tapo plugs for easy automation. Create 
the perfect mood with Tapo smart lighting. Experience the magic of a unified smart home 
where Tapo devices work seamlessly with one another.
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Smart 
HomeBase
Smart Home Center 
Tapo will launch brand-new Smart HomeBase for 
centralized management of all smart home devices, 
enhancing convenience, security, and compatibility. 
Effortlessly control all smart devices in one 
HomeBase. Supporting protocols like Matter and 
ONVIF, HomeBase connects seamlessly with various 
smart devices, reducing the need for multiple hubs. 
Plus, it offers extensive, secure local storage for 
home camera footage, without incurring any monthly 
fees. Equipped with advanced CPU, it empowers 
your cameras with pro-level AI functions. Experience 
smarter, simpler living with this innovative HomeBase.

Tapo H500
Smart HomeBase 
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All Smart Devices in 
One HomeBase
Smart HomeBase

Tapo H500

Tapo for Pad App

Smart HomeBase

• Smart Home Center: Connects up to 16 cameras and 64 sensors to build your own smart home ecosystem.
• Easy to Use without Wiring: Connect your smart devices to the HomeBase via Wi-Fi (2.4GHz & 5GHz) with no complex wiring needed. 

Networking via Ethernet is also supported for your choice. 
• Matter-Compatible: Integrate more Matter-certified products into your Tapo smart home ecosystem for seamless collaboration.
• ONVIF Ensures Compatibility: Easily add IPCs from Tapo and other brands to establish a powerful and varied network thanks to barrier-free 

compatibility.

Smart Home Ecosystem Center 
Acting as a smart home center, Tapo H500 is capable of 
connecting up to 16 cameras and 64 sensors to build your 
own smart home ecosystem. Supporting Matter and ONVIF, 
Tapo H500 connects seamlessly with various smart devices, 
reducing the need for multiple hubs. 

†HDD/SSD drive purchased separately. Actual storage capacity depends on the size of the HDD/SSD drive used.
‡Calculations based on laboratory testing. Actual performance may vary according to the amount of activity recorded, resolution, and other variables.

Smart Home Manager
Visualize, view, and control your smart home devices all in one 
app on a larger screen. View multiple live cameras for all-around 
home security.

Local Storage, No Monthly Fee 
Tapo H500 is the perfect local storage solution for multiple 
cameras. It comes with 16GB eMMC, expandable up to 16 TB 
via an extra HDD/SDD drive†, delivering massive, secure local 
storage that can hold up to 1,100 days of video.‡

Paired with Pad to View Everything
Effortlessly keep an eye on multiple camera feeds from various 
locations with an extra pad, all on one screen. You can watch live 
video from multiple cameras at the same time, customize your 
system settings, playback recorded motion events and more, 
just easier than ever.

Innovative 3D Dashboard
Build a 3D smart home map that simulates the layout of your real 
home and visualizes your smart home devices for more intuitive 
smart home management. Dark Mode is also available.

*Product appearance for reference only. The features are subject to change.

Note: The app features are subject to change. The app screen depicted is for visual reference only and does not necessarily represent actual product operation or app appearance.

Enhanced Smart AI Detection
Provides multiple free enhanced AI functions such as facial 
recognition, person & pet & vehicle detection, and more. 
Effectively filters invalid alerts from non-human and non-vehicle 
sources. 

Tapo H900*
Smart HomeBase

Tapo H500
Smart HomeBase

Included 10'1″ Ultra HD Screen

Expandable Local Storage

Pro-Level AI Detection

Thread Border Router

110dB Adjustable Siren

Expandable Local Storage

Enhanced AI Detection

110dB Adjustable Siren

Wi-Fi / Ethernet + Sub-1 GHz

Up to 4 Cams + 64 Sensors

90dB Adjustable Siren

Local Storage(up to 512 GB)

Matter-Certified

Wi-Fi + Sub-1 GHz

Up to 64 Sensors

90dB Adjustable Siren

Matter-Certified

Tapo H200
Smart Hub

Tapo H100
Smart IoT Hub
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Tapo C428 KIT
Smart Wire-Free Security 
Camera and Solar Panel

Smart Cameras
Protecting You Night and Day
Tapo consistently offers diverse, reliable products featuring 
cutting-edge technology. Our ColorPro series elevates your 
security, capturing vibrant colors even in darkness. Enjoy the 
flexibility of battery-powered cameras and the comprehensive 
view of our 360° pan/tilt models. Use the Tapo app for real-
time monitoring of loved ones or pets through AI-enhanced 
security cameras. With Tapo, keep an eye on what's important, 
wherever you are.

Tapo C840
Pan/Tilt Smart AI Baby 
Monitor

Tapo C720
Outdoor Floodlight 
Camera

Tapo C525WB
Outdoor Pan/Tilt 
Security Wi-Fi Camera
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F1.0 Super-Aperture Lens
Captures 4 × more the amount of light 
than F2.0 lens.

ColorPro Night Vision
Equipped with F1.0 Super-Aperture lens, 1/1.79“ large 
sensor, and high-gain image optimization algorithms to 
reveal true-to-life color even in ultra-low light conditions 
(as low as 0.05 Lux).

Color Night Vision
Equipped with built-in spotlight to capture full-color 
images in the dark.

Starlight Color Night Vision
Equipped with F1.6 large-aperture lens, starlight sensor, 
and built-in spotlight to reveal vivid colors even in low 
light conditions. 

Alarm Triggered No Event Trigger No Event Trigger

1/1.79’’ Large Sensor
2.7× larger the target surface than 1/3’’ 
sensor.

 Image Optimization Algorithms
Tapo's advanced high-gain algorithms 
provide higher clarity, brightness, and 
saturation.

Daylight Clarity at Night

ColorPro: Revolutionary Night Vision Technology
Provides professional protection by revealing bright-color images without any spotlights even in ultra-low light conditions. Feel its 
superiority and experience daylight clarity during pitch-black nights.

Incredible Natural Colors in the Dark
Captures vivid colors even in ultra-low light conditions (as low as 0.05 Lux) resulting in bright and clear images even when it is 
pitch-black.

Amazingly Detailed, Even in the Dark
Washed-out or dull images prevent the visibility of finer details. With ColorPro, pictures are much clearer and more natural, providing 
better clarity.

No Dark Corners, No Blind Spots
See objects and subjects like never before. ColorPro technology provides superior brightness throughout the entire frame to ensure 
that nothing, or no one, is missed.

Extended Vision & Accurate Event Detection
Floodlight and even more advanced Starlight cameras may miss subjects in darker situations. With ColorPro technology, even 
subjects in the far corners of the frame can be detected.

Overview of Tapo's Night Vision Features

ColorPro Night Vision

ColorPro Night Vision

Tapo ColorPro Camera 

Tapo ColorPro Camera 

Tapo ColorPro Camera 

Naked Eyes

Floodlight Camera

Floodlight Camera

Floodlight Camera

Starlight Camera

Starlight Camera

Starlight Camera

Night Vision
Capture clear and detailed images in the dark by using 
infrared (IR).
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Around-the-Clock Protection.
All-Year-Round Security.
Smart Wire-Free Security Camera and 
Solar Panel 

Tapo C428 KIT

Power that Lasts
The built-in 10000mAh rechargeable battery provides up to 300 
days of worry-free use before a recharge is required. Δ

△300-day battery life is based on TP-Link laboratory tests with 230s of use per day, without paired solar panels. Increased usage of 360s per day reduces battery life to 180 days. Actual battery life may vary due to 

device settings, router specifications, usage, and environmental factors.

*Product appearance for reference only. The features are subject to change. 

†microSD card purchased separately. Actual storage capacity depends on the size of the microSD card used.     
‡Subscribe for cloud storage at http://tapo.com/tapocare/ 
§180-day battery life is based on TP-Link laboratory tests with 10-20 events triggered per day. Actual battery life may vary due to device settings, router specifications, usage, and environmental factors. 
△300-day battery life is based on TP-Link laboratory tests with 230s of use per day, without paired solar panels. Increased usage of 360s per day reduces battery life to 180 days. Actual battery life may vary due to 

device settings, router specifications, usage, and environmental factors.

*Product appearance for reference only. The features are subject to change.

ColorPro: Daylight Clarity at Night
Enhances your security with crystal-clear images and true-to-
life colors even at night.

Included Solar Panel
Keep your camera working around the clock with the Tapo solar 
panel which provides a non-stop power supply.

Built to Withstand, Heat and Rain
Offers excellent waterproof and dustproof performance for 
outdoor scenarios with robust IP66 Weatherproofing.

Smart Wire-Free Security Camera and Solar Panel 

Smart Wire-Free Security Camera 

Tapo C425
Smart Wire-Free Indoor/Outdoor 
Security Camera

Tapo C428 KIT*
Smart Wire-Free Security 
Camera and Solar Panel 

Tapo C420S2
Smart Wire-Free Indoor/Outdoor 
Security Camera

Tapo C425 KIT* 
Smart Wire-Free Security 
Camera and Solar Panel

Tapo C410
Smart Wire-Free Indoor/Outdoor 
Security Camera

Tapo C410 KIT* 
Smart Wire-Free Security 
Camera and Solar Panel

Adjustable Magnetic Base 

Up to 300-Day Battery Life∆

Color Night Vision with Starlight 
Sensor

10000mAh Battery (Non-removable)

2K QHD 4MP (2560 × 1440 px) 

No Hub Required

IP66 Weatherproof

Uninterrupted Power Supply

ColorPro Night Vision

2K QHD 4MP (2560 × 1440 px) 

IP66 Weatherproof

Up to 180-Day Battery Life§

Color Night Vision with Starlight 
Sensor

6700mAh Battery (Removable)

2K QHD 4MP (2560 × 1440 px)

Hub Required

IP65 Weatherproof

Uninterrupted Power Supply

Color Night Vision with Starlight 
Sensor

2K QHD 4MP (2560 × 1440 px)

IP66 Weatherproof

Uninterrupted Power Supply

Color Night Vision

2K 3MP (2304 × 1296 px)

IP65 Weatherproof

Up to 180-Day Battery Life§

Color Night Vision

6400mAh Battery (Non-removable)

2K 3MP (2304 × 1296 px)

No Hub Required

IP65 Weatherproof

ColorPro Night Vision Regular Night Vision

ColorPro

• Free Smart AI Detection: Smart AI accurately identifies people, pets, and vehicles, reducing false alerts and unnecessary notifications. 
• Customizable Activity Zone: Customize your activity zones to get alerted for areas that matter most.
• Wire-Free Installation: No wiring required means you can place the camera almost anywhere.
• Local and Cloud Storage: Save recorded video on a microSD card (up to 512 GB)†, no subscription required. Cloud storage‡ is also 

supported for flexibility. 
• Two-Way Audio: Communicate with the outdoors directly through a built-in microphone and speaker. 
• Voice Control: Works with the Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa. Use your simple voice command to view the Tapo security camera live 

stream.
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See Natural Colors, 
Vivid Details in Every Corner
Outdoor Pan/Tilt Security Wi-Fi Camera

Tapo C525WB

ColorPro: Daylight Clarity at Night
Captures vivid colors even in ultra-low light conditions (as low 
as 0.05 Lux) resulting in bright and clear images even when it is 
pitch-black.

360° Visual Coverage
Provides all-round protection with 360° horizontal and 130° 
vertical viewing range to eliminate blind corners.

Easy Plug & Play PoE Installation
Simply run a single Ethernet cable to connect the camera to the 
network and power, streamlining installation, cutting costs, and 
ensuring a reliable power source.

Smart Motion Tracking
Tracks the motion of a suspicious person hanging around your 
entrance to keep them within the camera’s field of view. 

Tapo C521GW*
Outdoor Pan/Tilt 4G 
LTE Camera

Tapo C501GW*
Outdoor Pan/Tilt 4G 
LTE Camera

4G Hotspot Sharing
Creates a powerful wireless 
network via SIM card and 
shares with your Wi-Fi devices, 
cameras and even phones.

Starlight Color Night Vision 

2K QHD 4MP 
(2560 × 1440 px)

Free Person/Vehicle/Pet 
Detection and Notification

IP66 Weatherproof

4G/Wired/Wi-Fi Networking

4G LTE Networking
Access to the network 
through 4G LTE via an 
additional SIM card. No Wi-Fi, 
no problem!

Color Night Vision

1080p Full HD
(1920 × 1080 px)

Free Person Detection 
and Notification

IP65 Weatherproof

4G/Wired Networking

Outdoor Pan/Tilt 4G LTE Cameras

Outdoor Pan/Tilt Security Wi-Fi Cameras

Tapo C525WB*
Outdoor Pan/Tilt 
Security Wi-Fi Camera

Tapo C520WS
Outdoor Pan/Tilt 
Security Wi-Fi Camera

Tapo C510W
Outdoor Pan/Tilt 
Security Wi-Fi Camera

Tapo C500
Outdoor Pan/Tilt 
Security Wi-Fi Camera

ColorPro Night Vision 

2K QHD 4MP
(2688 × 1520 px) 

Free Person/Vehicle/Pet 
Detection and Notification

Sound and Light Alarm

IP66 Weatherproof

PoE/Wi-Fi Networking 

Starlight Color Night 
Vision

2K QHD 4MP 
(2560 × 1440 px)

Free Person/Vehicle/Pet 
Detection and Notification 

Sound and Light Alarm

IP66 Weatherproof

Wired/Wi-Fi Networking

Color Night Vision

2K 3MP 
(2304 × 1296 px)

Free Person Detection 
and Notification

Sound and Light Alarm

IP65 Weatherproof

Wi-Fi Networking

Night Vision

1080p Full HD
(1920 × 1080 px)

Free Person Detection 
and Notification

Sound Alarm

IP65 Weatherproof

Wi-Fi Networking

• 360° Visual Coverage: Provides all-round protection with 360° horizontal and 130° vertical viewing range to eliminate blind corners.
• Smart Motion Tracking: Tracks the motion of a suspicious person hanging up at your entrance to keep it within the camera’s field of view. 
• Patrol Mode: Set up two points to keep the camera cruising at customized areas, providing dynamic monitoring.
• Customizable Activity Zone: Customize your activity zones to get alerted for areas that matter most. 
• Local and Cloud Storage: Save recorded video on a microSD card (up to 512 GB)†, no subscription required. Cloud storage‡ is also 

supported for flexibility.
• Two-Way Audio: Communicate with the outdoors directly through a built-in microphone and speaker.
• Voice Control: Works with the Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa. Use your simple voice command to view the Tapo security camera live 

stream.

†microSD card purchased separately. Actual storage capacity depends on the size of the microSD card used.
‡Subscribe for  cloud storage at http://tapo.com/tapocare/

*Product appearance for reference only. The features are subject to change.

ColorPro Naked Eyes

ColorPro
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Light the Night Up with an Ultra-Bright Floodlight
Outdoor Floodlight Camera

Tapo C720

2800lm Angle-Adjustable Floodlight
Light the yard, garage, or any specific zones up with high-
intensity 2800 lm and angle-adjustable lighting.

Smart AI Detection with Motion Tagging
Check live views with tagged movement when a person, pet, or 
vehicle is detected.

2K QHD Color Night Vision
Enhances your security with crystal-clear 2K QHD full-color 
images and vivid details even at night.

270° Motion-Activated Floodlight  
Deftly identifies a moving person and triggers floodlights on 
automatically  to frighten it away.

Dimmable Floodlight Control
Schedule or adjust the brightness of dual floodlights through 
the Tapo app for customized usage.

Tapo C720
Outdoor Floodlight Camera

2800lm Adjustable Floodlight
Light the night up with high-
intensity 2800 lm and angle-
adjustable lighting.

2K QHD 4MP
Enhances your security by 
capturing more details with the 
resolution of  2560 × 1440 px.

150° Wide FOV
A wide FOV up to 150° provides a 
larger detection range covering 
more space.

Sound and Light Alarm
Triggers sound and light as an 
alarm when motion is detected.

IP65 Weatherproof
Offers excellent waterproof 
and dustproof performance for 
outdoor scenarios.

Outdoor Floodlight Cameras

Outdoor Security Wi-Fi Cameras

Tapo C325WB
Outdoor Security Wi-Fi Camera

Tapo C320WS
Outdoor Security Wi-Fi Camera

Tapo C310
Outdoor Security Wi-Fi Camera

ColorPro Night Vision

2K QHD 4MP (2688 × 1520 px) 

Free Person/Vehicle/Animal 
Detection and Notification

Sound and Light Alarm

Starlight Color Night Vision

2K QHD 4MP (2560 × 1440 px)

Free Person/Vehicle/Pet 
Detection and Notification

Sound and Light Alarm

Night Vision

2K 3MP (2304 × 1296 px)

Free Person Detection and 
Notification

Sound and Light Alarm

• Customizable Activity Zone: Customize your activity zones to get alerted for areas that matter most. 
• Local and Cloud Storage: Save recorded video on a microSD card (up to 512 GB)†, no subscription required. Cloud storage‡ is also 

supported for flexibility. 
• Two-Way Audio: Enables real-time communication through a built-in microphone and speaker. 
• IP66 Weatherproof: Offers excellent waterproof and dustproof performance for outdoor scenarios. 
• Wired/Wi-Fi Networking: Access the network through Ethernet or Wi-Fi for more flexible installation. 
• Voice Control: Works with the Google Assistant and Amazon Alexa. Use your simple voice command to view Tapo security camera live 

stream.

†microSD card purchased separately. Actual storage capacity depends on the size of the microSD card used.
‡Subscribe for  cloud storage at http://tapo.com/tapocare/

2K QHD 1080p

Color Night Vision Night Vision
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Watchful Eyes for Little Wonders, 
Always There for Peace of Mind
Pan/Tilt Smart AI Baby Monitor

Tapo C840

4MP + 2MP Dual Lens Live View
Receive highly-detailed images with the 4MP wide-angle lens 
and wider coverage with the 1080p telephoto lens.

Discreet Night Vision with 
940nm IR LED 
Enjoy unobtrusive nighttime monitoring 
of your baby or pet with the barely-
noticeable, low-intensity 940nm IR LED.

Peaceful Lullabies 
Select from a collection of soothing 
lullabies designed to assist in calming 
your child and aiding them in falling 
asleep.

BabySnap
Effortlessly create personalized videos 
capturing a baby's precious moments, 
offering parents a heartwarming and 
convenient way to relive their child's 
early years.

Instant Notifications
Receive notifications when your baby is awake or fussy.

940nm
IR LED 

Telephoto Lens

Wide-Angle Lens

4MP + 2MP Live View

Peaceful Lullabies

Discreet Night Vision 
with 940nm IR LED

Real-Time Baby Alerts 

BabySnap

†microSD card purchased separately. 
‡Subscribe for cloud storage at https://www.tapo.com/tapocare/

Notes: All other brands and names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders.

Tapo C840
Pan/Tilt Smart AI Baby 
Monitor

Tapo C225
Pan/Tilt AI Home 
Security Wi-Fi Camera

2K QHD 4MP 
(2688 × 1520 px)

Free Person/Vehicle/Pet/
Baby Crying Detection 
and Notification 

Physical Privacy Mode

Starlight Color Night 
Vision

Discreet Night Vision with 
940nm IR LED

• Alarm System:  Trigger alarm effects to frighten away unwanted visitors.
• Two-Way Audio:  Communicate in real time through a built-in microphone and speaker.
• Customizable Block Zones:  Set customizable block zones to keep private areas from being recorded.
• Customizable Activity Zones: Customize your activity zones to receive alerts for areas that matter most.
• Local† (Up to 512 GB) and Cloud‡ Storage:  Save recorded videos to a microSD card† (up to 512 GB) or by using Tapo Care‡ cloud storage 

services.

Indoor Pan & Tilt Security Cameras

2K QHD 4MP
 (2560 × 1440 px)

Free Person/Vehicle/
Pet/Baby Crying 
Detection and 
Notification

360° Coverage

Tapo C220
Pan/Tilt AI Home Security 
Wi-Fi Camera

1080p FHD
(1920 × 1080 px)

Free Person Detection 
and Notification

360° Coverage

2K 3MP
 (2304 × 1296 px)

Free Person Detection 
and Notification

360° Coverage

2K 3MP
 (2304 × 1296 px)

Free Person Detection 
and Notification

Wired or Wireless 
Networking

360° Coverage

Tapo C200 
Pan/Tilt Home Security 
Wi-Fi Camera

Tapo C210
Pan/Tilt Home Security 
Wi-Fi Camera

Tapo C212
Pan/Tilt Home Security 
Wi-Fi Camera
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Your Safety, Your Privacy
AI Home Security Wi-Fi Camera

Tapo C125

2K 4MP QHD + AI Image Enhancement + HDR
Utilizing AI image enhancement technology, experience superior 
clarity even in low light or overexposed settings.

Discreet Night Vision with 940nm IR LED
Enjoy unobtrusive nighttime monitoring of your baby or pet with 
the barely-noticeable, low-intensity 940nm IR LED.

Physical Privacy Shutter
Enable the privacy shutter to block the lens and protect your 
privacy. Depending on the installation location, either click the 
side button on the camera or use the Tapo app to activate the 
shutter.

Smart AI Detection and Notifications
Smart AI identifies people, pets, and vehicles while also 
recognizing abnormal sounds, sending timely notifications to 
help you respond effectively to potential security incidents.

940nm
IR LED 

AI Image Enhanced  2K QHD 

Tapo C100
Home Security Wi-Fi Camera

Tapo C110
Home Security Wi-Fi Camera

1080p FHD
(1920 × 1080 px)

Free Person Detection and 
Notification

2K 3MP 
(2304 × 1296 px)

Free Person Detection and 
Notification

Indoor Security Cameras

Tapo C120
Indoor/Outdoor Home 
Security Wi-Fi Camera

Tapo C125
AI Home Security Wi-Fi 
Camera

2K QHD 4MP
(2560 × 1440 px)

Free Person/Vehicle/Pet/
Baby Crying Detection and 
notification 

Indoor/Outdoor Usage 
Scenarios

IP66 Water and Dust 
Resistance

Starlight Color Night Vision

Color Night Vision with 
Spotlights

2K QHD 4MP
(2560 × 1440 px)

Free Person/Vehicle/Pet/
Baby Crying Detection and 
notification 

AI Image Enhancement + 
HDR 

Physical Privacy Shutter

Discreet Night Vision with 
940nm IR LED

Ultra-Wide 140° Field of View

• IR LED Night Vision:  Captures clear videos at night up to 30 ft away.
• Alarm System:  Trigger alarm effects to frighten away unwanted visitors.
• Two-Way Audio:  Communicate in real time through a built-in microphone and speaker.
• Customizable Block Zones:  Set customizable block zones to keep private areas from being recorded.
• Customizable Activity Zones: Customize your activity zones to receive alerts for areas that matter most.
• Local† (Up to 512 GB) and Cloud‡ Storage:  Save recorded videos to a microSD card† (up to 512 GB) or by using Tapo Care‡ cloud storage 

services.

†microSD card purchased separately. 
‡Subscribe for cloud storage at https://www.tapo.com/tapocare/

Notes: All other brands and names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders.

• Magnetic Base:  Freely install the camera with the magnetic base. 
• Alarm System:  Trigger alarm effects to frighten away unwanted visitors.
• Two-Way Audio:  Communicate in real time through a built-in microphone and speaker.
• Customizable Block Zones:  Set customizable block zones to keep private areas from being recorded.
• Customizable Activity Zones: Customize your activity zones to receive alerts for areas that matter most.
• Local† (Up to 512 GB) and Cloud‡ Storage:  Save recorded videos to a microSD card† (up to 512 GB) or by using Tapo Care‡ cloud storage 

services.
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Smart Video Doorbells
Security and Convenience at Your Doorstep
Elevate your home security with the Tapo Video Doorbell. This sleek device combines style and 
advanced features for unparalleled peace of mind. Use two-way audio or customized quick responses 
to greet visitors from wherever you are. Capture every detail day or night, for 24/7 protection. Motion 
detection and instant notifications further bolster your security. Installation is effortless, thanks to 
compatibility with existing wiring or wedges. With the Tapo Video Doorbell, experience the perfect 
blend of security and convenience.

Always Know Who's at 
Your Door
Video Doorbell Camera

Tapo D235

2K 5MP Crisp View
Immerse yourself in the clarity of a 2K 5MP crisp view with our 
video doorbell, capturing every detail with stunning precision 
and delivering an unparalleled visual experience.

Color Night Vision
With the embedded spotlight, Tapo D235 reveals high-fidelity 
details and color at night.

180° Ultra-Wide Diagonal FOV
Elevate your doorway security with Tapo Video Doorbell's 
expansive 180° Ultra-Wide Diagonal FOV, capturing larger views 
from head to toe.

Multiple Response Options
You can directly communicate using the built-in microphone, 
or you can use pre-recorded audio for responses when it's 
inconvenient.

2K 5MP 1080p FHD
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Smart Video Doorbells

Tapo D230S1
Video Doorbell 
Camera Kit

Tapo D235
Video Doorbell 
Camera

Tapo D210
Video Doorbell 
Camera

Tapo D130
Smart Video Doorbell 
Wired

2K 5MP (2560  × 1920 px), 
160° DFOV

Color Night Vision with 
Spotlights

6700 mAh Removable and 
Rechargeable Battery 
Powered

Free Person/Vehicle/Pet/
Package Detection and 
Notification

IP64 Water and Dust 
Resistance

Wire-Free Placement

Head-to-Toe View with 180° 
DFOV

2K 5MP (2560  × 1920 px)

Color Night Vision with 
Spotlights

Dual Power Options

Free Person/Vehicle/Pet/
Package Detection and 
Notification

IP66 Water and Dust 
Resistance

2K 3MP (2304  × 1296 px), 
178° DFOV

Color Night Vision with 
Spotlights

6700 mAh Built-in 
Rechargeable Battery 
Powered

Free Person/Vehicle 
Detection and Notification

Head-to-Toe View with 180° 
DFOV

2K 5MP (2560  × 1920 px)

Color Night Vision with 
Spotlights

Hardwire Powered

Free Person/Vehicle/Pet/
Package Detection and 
Notification

IP65 Water and Dust 
Resistance

• Quick Response:  Respond to your deliveries without saying a word with customizable responses through the Tapo app.
• Two-Way Audio:  Communicate in real time through a built-in microphone and speaker.
• Customizable Block Zones:  Set customizable block zones to keep private areas from being recorded.
• Customizable Activity Zones: Customize your activity zones to receive alerts for areas that matter most.
• Local Storage:  Saves the recorded videos on the microSD card† (up to 512 GB).  
• Tapo Care Cloud Storage‡:  Enjoy up to 30 days of unlimited space for recorded video storage. 

*Pictures shown are for illustration purposes only. Actual products may vary due to product enhancement.
†microSD card purchased separately. 
‡Subscribe for cloud storage at https://www.tapo.com/tapocare/

Smart Door Locks
Your Key to Smarter Security
Take your home safety to the next level with the Tapo Door Lock, a fusion of security, convenience, and 
innovation. Enjoy advanced features like remote access, one-touch locking, and real-time monitoring. 
Manage access from anywhere, turning your home into a secure haven. Experience the future of 
protection today with the Tapo Door Lock.
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Tapo DL130 
Smart Wi-Fi Video Door Lock

Tapo DL110 
Smart Wi-Fi Door Lock

Note: Tapo DL130 and Tapo DL110 are deadbolt locks.

*Pictures shown are for illustration purposes only. Actual product may vary due to product enhancement.

• Auto-Lock: Supports automatic locking to prevent you from forgetting to lock the door.
• BHMA-Certified:  The reliability of the BHMA Grade 2 certification offers ultra-durable usage.
• Scramble Passcode:  Prevents strangers from peeping and stealing passcodes when you unlock the door through the keypad.
• Wrong-Try Protection: Experience unmatched security with our advanced smart door lock featuring a built-in protection system that 

triggers an alert for multiple incorrect passcodes or fingerprint attempts, ensuring your safety and deterring unauthorized access.
• IP65 Weatherproof:  Offers excellent performance even in harsh environments with rain and dust.
• Emergency Unlock:  Unlock your smart door lock using a portable charger via a Type-C port when it’s out of power.

6 Unlock Methods
Unlocking the door has never been easier with options like fingerprint, keypad, the Tapo app, a 
physical key, and temporary passcodes, or by using voice assistants (Amazon Alexa, Google 
Home.)

5-Degree Tilted ID Design
Ergonomically designed for easy panel reading and fingerprint recognition.

Large Array Fingerprint Sensor
Swift 0.4s recognition for 1s quick unlocks.

10000mAh Rechargeable Battery
Local mode battery life of 2 years, Wi-Fi mode battery life of 1 year (based on 10 lock/unlock 
cycles per day).

Exclusive TP-Link Antenna Optimization Design
Improved directionality and broader coverage for more stable connections.

Supports Local Mode
Enhanced battery life and data privacy through local communication only.

7 Unlock Methods
Unlocking the door has never been easier with options like fingerprint, keypad, the Tapo app, 
RFID, a physical key, and temporary passcodes, or by using voice assistants (Amazon Alexa, 
Google Home, Apple Home).

Built-in Video Doorbell
Experience enhanced security with our smart door lock featuring 2K clarity, a wide field of view, 
and two-way audio support, enabling you to monitor door activity and engage in seamless 
communication with visitors.

Swift Fingerprint Recognition
Ultra-fast 0.3s identification for quick unlocks in less than 1s.

Built-in Door Sensor
No more worrying about forgetting to close the door. Automatically locks after closing.

Smart AI Detection
Delivering users more precise and relevant alerts through AI detection of people, pets, and vehicles.

Apple Home Compatible
Compatible with Homekit and Home Key for seamless integration.

Smart Wi-Fi Door Locks
Unlock Your Smarter Security Life
Smart Wi-Fi Video Door Lock

Tapo DL130

3-in-1 Innovative Design
Integrating a doorbell, a 2K camera with an ultra-wide view, and a door lock into one device, it provides multiple functions such as 
auto-lock remote control, live view, two-way audio, alarms, and notifications.

7 Ways to Unlock
Unlocking the door has never been easier with options like 
fingerprint, keypad, the Tapo app, RFID, a physical key, and 
temporary passcodes, or by using voice assistants (Amazon 
Alexa, Google Home, Apple Home).

Multiple Security Guarantees
Enhance your security with bank-grade fingerprint recognition 
algorithms, BHMA-certified durability, scramble passcodes, 
wrong-try protection, and more.
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Robot Vacuums Simplify 
Your Smart Home
Vacuum smarter. Mop simpler. Tapo Robot Vacuums free you from mundane, 
thankless chores, giving you more quality time to enjoy life.

Millimeter-level Anti-Collision 
for Smarter Cleaning
Robot Vacuum Cleaner + Auto-Empty Dock

Tapo RV30S Plus

High-Precision Dual Navi System
A LiDAR and Gyro dual navigation system serves as the brain of 
the Tapo Robot Vacuum and accurately maps out your house 
in minutes, avoids omissions and repeated cleaning, and even 
works well in the dark.

Mops and Vacuums Simultaneously
Mopping is essential for houses with hard floors, which need 
regular polishing. RV30S Plus provides a large 300 ml water tank 
to cover up to 200 m2 / 2100 ft2. Vacuuming and mopping in one 
trip turns your thankless chore time into me time.

Millimeter-level Obstacle Avoidance
The Tapo Robot Vacuum navigates around common household 
objects like cables, slippers, and small items. Structured light 
sensors provide millimeter-level precision to avoid collisions 
and tangles, enabling faster and smarter cleaning. 

No-Fuss Auto Empty
RV30S Plus empties its dustbin automatically after cleaning 
to keep your hands free. The dock adjusts empty duration 
according to the cleaning time length of the robot to reduce 
noise interference. Furthermore, you can set do-not-disturb 
mode to only clean at night without auto-empty.
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Tapo RV30S Plus
Multi-Laser Robot Vacuum & 
Mop + Smart Auto-Empty Dock

Tapo RV30 Plus
LiDAR Navigation Robot 
Vacuum & Mop + Smart Auto- 
Empty Dock

Tapo RV30S
Multi-Laser Robot 
Vacuum & Mop 

Tapo RV30
LiDAR Navigation Robot 
Vacuum & Mop 

Millimeter-Level Obstacle Avoidance with Structured Light 
Intelligently detects common household items and avoids collisions 
and tangles, enabling faster and smarter cleaning. 

4200Pa Hyper Suction 
Sweeps away debris sandwiched between gaps and dust hidden in 
carpets for a deeper, powerful clean.

Ultrasonic Carpet Inspection 
Accurately detects various carpets with a high-precision ultrasonic 
sensor to prevent wetting carpets while vacuuming. 

Vacuum and Mop Combo
3-level electronic mopping tackles sticky messes and kitchen 
grease for a more thorough clean.

Auto-Empty with 4L Large Dust Bag
Automatically empties the dustbin after cleaning to keep your 
hands free for up to 70 days. (For Tapo RV30S Plus only)

4200Pa Hyper Suction
Sweeps away debris sandwiched between gaps and dust hidden in 
carpets for a deeper, powerful clean.

LiDAR & Gyro Dual Navi System
Accurately maps out your house in minutes, avoids omissions and 
repeated cleaning, and even works well in the dark.

5-Hour Continuous Cleaning
5000mAh battery for long-lasting, fade-free suction.

Vacuum and Mop Combo
3-level electronic mopping tackles sticky messes and kitchen 
grease for a more thorough clean.

Auto-Empty with 4L Large Dust Bag
Automatically empties the dustbin after cleaning to keep your 
hands free for up to 70 days. (For Tapo RV30 Plus only)

Start a Powerful and Easier Clean
LiDAR Navigation Robot Vacuum & Mop 
+ Smart Auto-Empty Dock

Tapo RV30 Plus

• Carpet Auto-Boost: Increases the suction power when moving from a hard floor to carpet.
• Anti-Drop Protection: Uses drop-sensing technology to avoid falling down stairs and ledges.
• A Blessing for Allergy Sufferers: Captures 99.9% of allergens as small as 0.3 microns with a HEPA filtration system.
• Voice & Remote Control: Simply send voice commands via smart speakers or control via the Tapo app.
• Real-time Voice Reporting: Keeps you informed about the robot‘s current status.

LiDAR Navigation Series

4200Pa Hyper Suction

LiDAR & Gyro Dual 
Navi System

Auto-Empty

Customizable 
Cleaning

Ultra-Slim Robot Body
Reduces the robot’s height and allows the robot vacuum to enter 
more hard-to-reach and narrow spaces.

Over 90% Cleaning Coverage
Combined with self-developed smart path planning algorithm, 
it reduces repeated cleaning and greatly increases cleaning 
coverage.

Gyroscope Navigation
Gyroscope sensors detect the 
motion and rotation of the robots.

Efficient path planning

Lower accuracy

Precise mapping

Increased product height

Visual mapping

Lower accuracy

Precise mapping

Ultra-Slim

Traditional LiDAR Navigation
LiDAR scans the house with a 
spinning laser on top of the robot.

VSLAM Navigation
Obtains more data by simulating 
human vision for navigation.

MagSlim LiDAR Navigation
Newly designed  Mini-dToF LiDAR 
is sunk into the interior of the 
robot to map and navigate.

Quick and Precise Mapping
Serves as the brain of the robot, perceiving and mapping the house 
faster and more accurately.

Lower Cost and Longer Lifespan
Adopting the long-lived MagSlim module, the robot has a longer 
lifespan, reducing maintenance and replacement costs.

What is MagSlim LiDAR Navigation?
MagSlim LiDAR Navigation adopts the mini-dToF LiDAR sensor 
and sinks it into the front of a robot vacuum for navigation and 
mapping. It not only continues with high-precision mapping and 
navigation but also bypasses the height limitation of traditional 
LiDAR. This enables the robot to access beneath lower cabinets 
and beds to clean harder-to-reach areas.

How Does MagSlim LiDAR Navigation Differ from Others?

What MagSlim LiDAR Navigation Offers?

MagSlim LiDAR Navigation
Ultra-Slim More Precise Longer LifespanCovers More
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Ultra-Slim, Moves Freely Under Furniture
Featuring MagSlim LiDAR Navigation with an integrated Mini-
dToF sensor sunk into the body, the robot's height is reduced to 
7.8cm. This allows it to navigate easily under furniture, capturing 
elusive dust and leaving no hiding places for dirt.

Auto-Empty with 4L Large Dust Bag
The robot empties its dustbin automatically after cleaning 
to keep your hands free. The dock adjusts empty duration 
according to the cleaning time length of the robot to reduce 
noise interference.
Furthermore, you can set the do-not-disturb mode to only clean 
at night without auto-empty.

Maps Your Home Quickly and Accurately
MagSlim LiDAR Navigation serves as the brain of the robot. It 
achieves millimeter-level measurement and has a scanning 
distance of up to 8 m, enabling faster and more accurate 
perception and mapping  of your house, avoiding omissions and 
repeated cleaning, and working well in the dark.

Customized Cleaning Fits Your Routine 
Customize cleaning through the Tapo app using multi-floor 
maps that provide a complete layout of your home. Set 
personalized room parameters like virtual walls and no-go 
zones, or opt for selective room and zone cleaning. Schedule 
automatic cleaning, for example, after meals, for added 
convenience.

Slim and Flexible, For All-Round Cleaning
MagSlim LiDAR Navigation Robot Vacuum & Mop 
+ Smart Auto-Empty Dock

Tapo RV20 Mop Plus

Vacuum and Mop Combo
3-level electronic mopping tackles sticky messes and kitchen 
grease for a more thorough clean.

2700Pa Powerful Suction
Combining 2700Pa suction power with dual side brushes, the 
robot effectively removes debris and dust from carpets and 
hard floors. 

Tapo RV20 Mop Plus
MagSlim LiDAR Navigation 
Robot Vacuum & Mop + Smart 
Auto-Empty Dock

Tapo RV20 Plus
MagSlim LiDAR Navigation 
Robot Vacuum + Smart Auto-
Empty Dock

Tapo RV20 Mop
MagSlim LiDAR 
Navigation Robot 
Vacuum & Mop 

Tapo RV20
MagSlim LiDAR 
Navigation Robot 
Vacuum

Ultra-Slim 7.8cm Robot Body

Quick and Precise Mapping

Customizable Cleaning

2700Pa Powerful Suction

Vacuum and Mop Combo

Auto-Empty with 4L Large Dust Bag*

*For Tapo RV20 Mop Plus only.

Ultra-Slim 7.8cm Robot Body

Quick and Precise Mapping

Customizable Cleaning

2000Pa Strong Suction

Auto-Empty with 4L Large Dust Bag*

*For Tapo RV20 Plus only.

MagSlim LiDAR Navigation Series

• Auto-Charging: Returns to the charging dock automatically when the battery gets low, and then restarts right where it left off.
• Carpet Auto-Boost: Increases the suction power when moving from a hard floor to carpet.
• Anti-Drop Protection: Uses drop-sensing technology to avoid falling down stairs and ledges.
• A Blessing for Allergy Sufferers: Keeps allergens locked up with a HEPA filtration system which captures 99% of particles as small as 0.3 

microns.
• Quiet Cleaning: Triple noise suppression reduces noise levels during use, making it quieter than a running microwave.
• Voice & Remote Control: Simply send voice commands via smart speakers or control via the Tapo app.
• Real-time Voice Reporting: Keeps you informed about the robot‘s current status.
• Simple Control via the Tapo App: Tailor scheduling and switch clean modes at home or away.
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Appearance

LiDAR Navigation Series LiDAR Navigation Series MagSlim LiDAR Navigation Series

Model RV30S Plus RV30S RV30 Plus RV30 RV30C Mop Plus RV30C Mop RV30C Plus RV30C RV20 Mop Plus RV20 Mop  RV20 Plus RV20

Navigation

Mapping Sensor LiDAR + Gyroscope LiDAR + Gyroscope LiDAR + Gyroscope LiDAR + Gyroscope LiDAR + 
Gyroscope LiDAR + Gyroscope LiDAR + Gyroscope LiDAR + Gyroscope MagSlim LiDAR + 

Gyroscope
MagSlim LiDAR + 

Gyroscope
MagSlim LiDAR + 

Gyroscope
MagSlim LiDAR + 

Gyroscope

Obstacle Avoidance Structured Light + 
LiDAR

Structured Light + 
LiDAR LiDAR LiDAR LiDAR LiDAR LiDAR LiDAR LiDAR + Infrared LiDAR + Infrared LiDAR + Infrared LiDAR + Infrared

Barrier-Cross Height  20 mm/0.79 in 20 mm/0.79 in 20 mm/0.79 in 20 mm/0.79 in 20 mm/0.79 in 20 mm/0.79 in 20 mm/0.79 in 20 mm/0.79 in 20 mm/0.79 in 20 mm/0.79 in 20 mm/0.79 in 20 mm/0.79 in

Anti-Drop Protection Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Vacuuming 
Features

Max Suction Power 4200Pa 4200Pa 4200Pa 4200Pa 4200Pa 4200Pa 4200Pa 4200Pa 2700Pa 2700Pa 2000Pa 2000Pa

Suction Level 
Adjustment 4 levels 4 levels 4 levels 4 levels 4 levels 4 levels 4 levels 4 levels 4 levels 4 levels 4 levels 4 levels

Dustbin Capacity 350 ml 400 ml 350 ml 400 ml 350 ml* 400 ml 550 ml 800 ml 350 ml 400 ml 550 ml 800 ml

HEPA Filter H11 H11 H11 H11 H11 H11 H11 H11 H11 H11 H11 H11

Carpet Boost 
Yes 

Ultrasonic
detection

Yes 
Ultrasonic
detection

Yes 
Electricity 

Recognition

Yes 
Electricity 

Recognition

Yes 
Electricity 

Recognition

Yes 
Electricity 

Recognition

Yes 
Electricity 

Recognition

Yes 
Electricity 

Recognition

Yes 
Electricity 

Recognition

Yes 
Electricity 

Recognition

Yes 
Electricity 

Recognition

Yes 
Electricity 

Recognition

Mopping 
Features

Wet Mopping  Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes / / Yes Yes / /

Water Level 
Adjustment 3 levels 3 levels 3 levels 3 levels 3 levels 3 levels / / 3 levels 3 levels / /

Water Tank Capacity 300 ml 300 ml 300 ml 300 ml 300 ml* 300 ml / / 300 ml 300 ml / /

Battery
Battery Capacity  5000 mAh 5000 mAh 5000 mAh 5000 mAh 3200 mAh 3200 mAh 3200 mAh 3200 mAh 2600 mAh 2600 mAh 2600 mAh 2600 mAh

Recharge & Resume Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

App 
Features

Real-Time Tracking Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Multi-Floor Mapping Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Scheduled Cleaning Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Virtual Walls & No-Go 
Zones Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

No-Mopping Zones Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes / / Yes Yes / /

Zone Cleaning Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Others

Wireless Connection
2.4 GHz Wi-Fi 
+ Bluetooth 
Onboarding

2.4 GHz Wi-Fi 
+ Bluetooth 
Onboarding

2.4 GHz Wi-Fi 
+ Bluetooth 
Onboarding

2.4 GHz Wi-Fi 
+ Bluetooth 
Onboarding

2.4 GHz Wi-Fi 
+ Bluetooth 
Onboarding

2.4 GHz Wi-Fi 
+ Bluetooth 
Onboarding

2.4 GHz Wi-Fi 
+ Bluetooth 
Onboarding

2.4 GHz Wi-Fi 
+ Bluetooth 
Onboarding

2.4 GHz Wi-Fi 
+ Bluetooth 
Onboarding

2.4 GHz Wi-Fi 
+ Bluetooth 
Onboarding

2.4 GHz Wi-Fi 
+ Bluetooth 
Onboarding

2.4 GHz Wi-Fi 
+ Bluetooth 
Onboarding

Robot Vacuum Height 95 mm / 3.7 in 95 mm / 3.7 in 95 mm / 3.7 in 95 mm / 3.7 in 95 mm / 3.7 in 95 mm / 3.7 in 95 mm / 3.7 in 95 mm / 3.7 in 78 mm / 3.1 in 78 mm / 3.1 in 78 mm / 3.1 in 78 mm / 3.1 in

Works with Amazon 
Alexa &  Google Home Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

WHICH TAPO ROBOT VACUUM IS RIGHT 
FOR YOU ?

* The features are being developed and subject to change.
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Plug into The 
Smart Life
Extend the convenience of smart control to your 
existing appliances. Turn your traditional appliances 
into smart devices with Tapo smart plugs. Schedule 
or time your connected devices according to your 
daily routine and preferences. With the Tapo app, you 
can control your entire home with Tapo smart devices 
wherever you are.

Tapo P400M
Smart Wi-Fi Outdoor Plug

Tapo P306
Smart Wi-Fi Outlet Extender

Tapo P135 KIT
Smart Wi-Fi Lamp Dimmer Kit
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*Pictures shown are for illustration purposes only. The actual product may diff er from image and may vary by country.

Keep Track of Your Energy Use
Mini Smart Wi-Fi Plug, Energy Monitoring

Tapo P110M

Insightful Energy Tracking
The smart plug reads data frequently, providing comprehensive 
insights into home appliances' power consumption with intuitive 
and straightforward data visualizations.

Estimate Your Energy Bill
Set your electricity rate to estimate energy bills. Use Tapo 
smart plugs to automatically turn on your power-hungry devices 
during off-peak periods to lower energy bills.

Matter-Certified
With Matter support, using one app to control all smart devices 
is no longer a fantasy. Integrate Tapo Matter devices into your 
favorite ecosystems and work seamlessly with other certified 
products.

Schedule
Turn on/off your connected 
devices according to 
your daily routine and 
preferences.

Auto-Off Timer
Automatically turns off 
connected appliances when 
it is left on for a set time.

Voice Control
Use simple voice commands 
with Siri®, Alexa, or Google 
Assistant without leaving 
your spot.

Remote Control
Instantly turn connected 
devices on/off wherever you 
are via the Tapo app

Smart Plugs

Mini Smart Wi-Fi Plug

Voice Control  
Works with  certain voice assistants for hands-free control 
without leaving your spot.

Schedule
Schedule your connected devices to turn on/off according to 
your daily routine.

Remote Control
Turn connected devices on/off wherever you are via the 
Tapo app.

Auto-Off Timer
Automatically cut off power to connected heaters after a set 
time, saving energy and reducing fire risks.

Appearance

EU UK FR IT

Model Tapo P100M Tapo P100 Tapo P100 Tapo P100 Tapo P105

√ - - - -

√ - - - -

√ √ √ √ √

√ √ √ √ √

√ √ √ √ √

Appearance

US JP AU

Model Tapo P125M Tapo P125 Tapo P105 Tapo P100 Tapo P105 Tapo P100

√ - - - - -

√ √ - - - -

√ √ √ √ √ √

√ √ √ √ √ √

√ √ √ √ √ √
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Mini Smart Wi-Fi Plug, Energy Monitoring

Energy Monitoring
Tracks the energy use of connected devices and estimates 
energy bills.

Voice Control  
Works with  certain voice assistants for hands-free control 
without leaving your spot.

Schedule
Schedule your connected devices to turn on/off according 
to your daily routine.

Remote Control
Turn connected devices on/off wherever you are via the 
Tapo app.

Appearance

AU JP IT BR IN

Model Tapo P110M Tapo P110 Tapo P110M Tapo P125M Tapo P110 Tapo P110

√ - √ √ - -

√ - √ √ - -

√ √ √ √ √ √

√ √ √ √ √ √

√ √ √ √ √ √

Appearance

EU UK FR

Model Tapo P110M Tapo P110 Tapo P115 Tapo P110M Tapo P110 Tapo P110M Tapo P110

√ - - √ - √ -

√ - - √ - √ -

√ √ √ √ √ √ √

√ √ √ √ √ √ √

√ √ √ √ √ √ √

Connect All Your Devices
Smart Wi-Fi Outlet Extender

Tapo P306

9-in-1 Smart Outlet
Features 3 independent smart AC 
outlets, 3 always-on AC outlets, and 3 
USB ports. Easily powers up to 9 devices.

USB Remote Control
Use the Tapo app to control the smart 
outlets from anywhere, and the USB 
ports can also be controlled remotely.

Fast-Charging USB Ports
Equipped with 1 USB-C port (PD) and 2 
USB-A ports (QC3.0), all delivering up to 
18W of power.

Smart Night Light
Turns on automatically when ambient 
lighting becomes insufficient with the 
built-in dusk-to-dawn sensor. 

Adjustable Stabilizing Post
Mounts to any kind of wall outlet firmly 
with ease. No need to worry about it 
falling off.

Surge Protection
Built-in surge protection safeguards 
your electrical appliances from lightning, 
surges, or spikes.
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Smart Outlets

Brightness Control
Adjust the brightness of your lamps and 
set the perfect lighting ambience for any 
activity.

Fade On/Off
Smoothly illuminate or dim connected 
lamps with the Fade On/Off feature.

Extend Smart Home Outdoors
Power on your patio lights, string lights 
and holiday decorations and turn them 
into smart devices.

Long-Range Wi-Fi Coverage
Dual-antenna design to amplify signal 
for stable connectivity over longer 
distances.

18W PD & QC 3.0 Fast Charging
Supports PD/QC fast charging to meet 
fast charging needs.

1.57" Spaced Outlets
Widely spaced design between each 
outlet provides enough room for larger 
plugs without blocking each other.

Long-Range Wi-Fi Coverage
With dual antennas to amplify the signal, 
Tapo P306 offers users full control over 
longer distances.

Wireless Button Dimming
Use the dimmer button to instantly dim 
and brighten your lamps from anywhere 
within your home.

Dual Outlets
Synchronously control the two 
connected lamps with ease.

IP65 Weatherproof
An IP65 housing and outlet cover protect 
the plug against intrusion from solids 
and jets of water.

Two Independent Outlets
Enables controlling 2 outdoor devices 
from anywhere altogether or individually.

Tapo P135 KIT
Smart Wi-Fi Lamp Dimmer Kit

Tapo P400M
Smart Wi-Fi Outdoor Plug

Tapo P306
Smart Wi-Fi Outlet Extender

Smart Night Light
Built-in ambient lighting sensor to 
automatically turn on/off the night light.

Stable Installation
Secure it to wall outlets using the included 
widgets without worrying about wobbling 
when unplugging devices.

Multi-Safety Guarantee
Built-in surge protection, overload protection, 
overheat protection with V-0 (UL94)  flame-
retardant material help keep your home safe.

Smart Power Strips

Individually Controlled Outlets
Control multiple devices separately with individually 
controllable outlets. 

Wide Spaced Outlets
Wide distance between each outlet to avoid blocking the 
adjacent outlet.

PD & QC 3.0 Fast Charging USB
Support PD/QC fast charging, providing fast charging for 
your phones and tablets at high speed.

Multi-Safety Guarantee
Built-in overload protection and overheat protection with V-0 
(UL94)  flame-retardant material help keep your home safe.

Appearance

EU FR AU JP UK

Model Tapo P300 Tapo P300 Tapo P300 Tapo P300 Tapo P304M

Outlets 3 Smart Outlets 3 Smart Outlets 3 Smart Outlets 4 Smart Outlets 4 Smart Outlets

USB Ports 2 USB-A (18W QC)
1 USB-C (18W PD)

2 USB-A (18W QC)
1 USB-C (18W PD)

2 USB-A (18W QC)
1 USB-C (18W PD)

2 USB-A (20W QC)
1 USB-C (20W PD) -

USB Remote 
Control × × × √ -

Surge 
Protection × × √ √ √

× × × × √

√ √ √ √ √

√ √ √ √ √

√ √ √ √ √

√ √ √ √ √

• Voice Control: Use simple voice commands with certain voice assistants to conveniently control connected devices.
• Control from Anywhere:  Use the Tapo app to control connected devices without time and location limits.
• Schedule & Timer: Schedule your connected devices to turn on/off according to your daily routine and preferences.
• Away Mode: Simulates someone being at home by randomly turning on/off connected devices.
• Family Share: Not limited to single control. Share management permissions with family members. 
• Flame-Retardant: Utilizes premium UL94-V0 flame-retardant materials to minimize potential fire risks.
• Smarter with Sensors*: Effortlessly control Tapo devices by setting automation or scenes triggered by Tapo smart sensors.

*Sensors sold separately. When working with Tapo sensors, the Tapo Hub is required.
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Smart Lighting, 
Make Every 
Space Shine
Tapo’s Smart Lighting is devoted entirely to 
delivering vast and varied offerings. Fill your smart 
home with exuberant lighting.  

Tapo L535E
Smart Wi-Fi Light 
Bulb, Multicolor

Tapo L930
Smart Wi-Fi Light Strip, 
Multicolor

Tapo L630
Smart Wi-Fi Spotlight, 
Multicolor
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Model Tapo L535 Tapo L530 Tapo 
L520 Tapo L510

Version EU EU US EU EU KR BR TW JP US EU EU EU KR JP US

Lamp Holder B22 E27 E26 B22 E27 E26 E27 E27 E26 E26 E27 B22 E27 E26 E26 E26

Voltage 220-240V 120V 220-240V 100-
240V 110V 100V 120V 220-240V 100V 120V

Brightness 1055 lm 1100 lm 806 lm 860 lm 800 lm 806 lm 800lm

Color Tempe-
rature 2500–6500K 4000K 2700K

CRI >80 >90 >80 >90 >80 >90

Colors Millions of Colors Day-
light Soft White

Beam Angle 220°

Wireless 
Connection

2.4 GHz Wi-Fi;
 Bluetooth (only for setup) 2.4 GHz Wi-Fi

Tapo L510
 (E26 / E27 / B22)
Smart Wi-Fi Light Bulb, 
Dimmable

Tapo L530
(E26 / E27 / B22)
Smart Wi-Fi Light 
Bulb, Multicolor

Tapo L535
(E26 / E27 / B22)
Smart Wi-Fi Light Bulb, 
Multicolor

Tapo L520
(E26 / E27)
Smart Wi-Fi Light Bulb,
Daylight and 
Dimmable

2700K Warm White
Its 2700K light offers a 
cozy glow. Recommended 
in living rooms, bedrooms, 
and any other room you 
want soft lighting.

Millions of Colors
Easily design scenarios 
for your daily routine or 
activities by customizing 
brightness, light 
temperature, and colors—
with millions of colors to
choose from.

Multicolor, High Lumen
Emits extra bright 
lighting with low power 
consumption, and supports 
Matter, making it stand out 
from all other Tapo bulbs.

4000K Daylight
Meets your daily lightning 
needs with a 4000K light 
that can even benefit your 
kids’ learning.

Smart Light Bulbs

WHICH TAPO SMART LIGHT BULB IS 
RIGHT FOR YOU ?

Incredibly Bright, 
Infinite Colors.
Smart Wi-Fi Light Bulb, Multicolor

Tapo L535E

Extra Bright 1100-Lumen Light
Tapo L535E provides 1100 lumens of crisp, high-quality lighting, 
which is brighter than most standard 800-lumen smart color 
bulbs. It can brighten up your daily routine or activities and is 
ideal for any space in your home that requires brighter lighting.

Matter Certified
With Matter support, using one app to control all smart devices 
is no longer a fantasy. Integrate Tapo L535E into your favorite 
ecosystems to create a unified smart home.

Millions of Colors
Easily design scenarios with vivid colors 
for your daily routine or special activities. 

Explore Endless Lighting Possibilities

Dimmable
Adjust the brightness from 1% to 100% 
conveniently with the Tapo app.

Warm to Cool Whites
Tune your lights to warm white (2500K) for 
restful sleep in the evening, or cool white 
(6500K) when you need a morning boost.

Energy Saving 
Reduces energy use by up to 87% without losing brightness 
compared to 75 W incandescent bulbs. Track real-time 
consumption via the Tapo app.

• Adjust with Ease:  Manage your lighting at your fingertips to create the perfect atmosphere in your home.
• Set Your Times:  Create a regular schedule to turn on/off with your customized light effects.
• Sunrise and Sunset Modes:  Automatically activate your light according to your time zone.
• No Hub Required:  Connects directly to your home’s secure Wi-Fi network. No need for a hub or extra equipment.
• Voice Control: Use simple voice commands with certain voice assistants to conveniently control connected devices.
• Remote Control from Anywhere:  Instantly turn connected devices on/off wherever you are via the Tapo app.
• Security Support:  Turn on Away Mode to simulate someone being at home.
• Measure Your Energy Consumption:  Keep an eye on your energy usage with energy monitoring.
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Spark Great Joy From Lighting
Smart Wi-Fi Light Strip, Multicolor

Tapo L930

Tapo L610
Smart Wi-Fi Spotlight, Dimmable

Tapo L630
Smart Wi-Fi Spotlight, Multicolor

Millions of Colors
Easily design scenarios for your daily routine or activities by customizing brightness, light 
temperature, and colors—with millions of colors to choose from.

2200-6500K Warm to Cool Whites
 Adjust the color temperature from warm whites at 2200K to cool daylight at 6500K 

350 Lumens
Emits 350 lm brightness that sheds light on any object.

1%-100% Dimmable
 Dim to any brightness you desire for constantly-changing needs.

2700K Warm Light
Set off a cozy and comfortable vibe for your home or any other space.

350 Lumens
Emits 350 lm brightness that sheds light on any object.

Smart Spotlight-GU10

Tapo spotlight bulbs capture the beauty 
of anything on display. This applies to 
handicrafts, art, product displays, and 
even close-up partial lighting.

Smart Spotlights

• 1~100% Dimmable:  Adjust the spotlight’s brightness precisely from 1% to 100%.
• 40° Beam Angle:  Add a soft ambience for more natural highlighting.
• Schedule & Timer:  Personalize your smart home lighting experience through well-managed time controls.
• Grouping:  Group your Smart Spolight with other lights and devices for seamless control, ideal for any mood and occasion.
• Voice & Remote Control:  Simply send voice commands via smart speakers or control via the Tapo app.
• Energy Saving:  Consumes relatively less power and frees you from high electricity bills.

50 Color Segments for Zonal Control
Unleash your imagination by setting 50 distinct color zones, 
filling the room with light tailored to your preference.

Sync to Music
Adds more vibe by emitting dynamic 
lighting that responds to the beats 
you’re playing aloud.

*Once you cut the Light Strip, the excess parts cannot be used.

Embrace Apple HomeKit
Enables control via multiple Apple 
devices, using simple voice commands. 
Just ask Siri to control your smart 
lighting.

Tailor the Length Freely
Cut it to whatever length you want and 
attach it to any surface with the 3M 
adhesive.*

Extra White LEDs for High-Lumen 
Illumination 
Tapo L930 brings you brighter and cleaner white lighting with 
its extra high-lumen white LEDs, serving diverse illumination 
purposes.
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Smart Light Strip

Create your unique indoor vibe, in 
accordance with your changing moods, 
to transform your home into the desired 
scenario.

Tapo L920
(5m / 2× 5m)
Smart Wi-Fi Light Strip, Multicolor

Tapo L900
 (5m / 2× 5m / 4× 5m)
Smart Wi-Fi Light Strip, Multicolor

Tapo L930
(5m / 2× 5m)
Smart Wi-Fi Light Strip, Multicolor

Multicolor 
Easily design scenarios for your daily 
routine or activities by customizing 
brightness, light temperature, and 
colors—with millions of colors to 
choose from.

Custom Color Zones
Seamlessly blend lighting colors at the 
same time in a single light strip. The 
colors flow naturally to create a perfect 
lighting atmosphere for festivals and 
parties.

Durable PU Coating
PU coating covers the entire strip to 
avoid surface scratches.

*Note: Once you cut the Light Strip, the excess part cannot be used.

Extra 1000 lm / 2000 lm White LEDs
Emits 1000 lm (5m) / 2000 lm (2× 5m) 
white lighting for various illumination 
needs.

Durable PU Coating
PU coating covers the entire strip to 
avoid surface scratches.

Custom Color Zones
Seamlessly blend lighting colors at the 
same time in a single light strip. The 
colors flow naturally to create a perfect 
lighting atmosphere for festivals and 
parties.

Smart Light Strips 

• Cuttable and Easy to Install:  The 5-meter LED light strip can be easily cut to adjust the length. Fit it for the perfect environment, stick it with 
a 3M adhesive, and place it in the exact spot you desire.*

• Adjust with Ease:  Manage your lighting at your fingertips with the Tapo app to create the perfect atmosphere in your home.
• Set Your Times:  Create a regular schedule to turn on/off with the light effect you set.
• Sunrise and Sunset Modes:  Automatically activate your light according to your time zone.
• No Hub Required:  Connect directly to your home’s secure Wi-Fi network. No need for a hub or extra equipment.
• Voice Control: Use simple voice commands with certain voice assistants to conveniently control connected devices.
• Remote Control from Anywhere:  Instantly turn connected devices on/off wherever you are via the Tapo app.
• A Deterrent for Your Home:  Turn on Away Mode to simulate someone being at home.
• Measure Your Energy Consumption:  Keep an eye on your energy usage with energy monitoring.

Smart Wi-Fi Light Switches

Customize Lighting Ambience from 
Anywhere
Smart Wi-Fi Dimmer Switch

Tapo S505D

• Matter-Certified:  Integrate Tapo Matter products into any certified app and platform to work seamlessly with other certified products.
• Voice Control:  Works with Apple Home, Amazon Alexa, and Google Assistant for hands-free control without leaving your spot.
• Control from Anywhere:  Instantly turn connected devices on/off wherever you are via the Tapo app.
• Lighting Schedule:  Automatically turn on/off your smart switches according to your daily routine and preferences.
• Away Mode:  Simulates someone being at home by randomly turning on/off connected lights.
• Family Share:  Not limited to single control. Share management permissions with family members. 
• Flame-Retardant:  Utilizes premium UL94-V0 flame-retardant materials to minimize potential fire risks.

Tapo S505
Smart Wi-Fi Light Switch

Tapo S505D
Smart Wi-Fi Dimmer Switch

Auto-Off Timer
Automatically turns off lights 
after they are left on for a set 
time.

Easy Installation
No need to distinguish between 
Load and Line terminals, 
making it easy to install.

Brightness Control
Adjust the brightness of your 
lights and set the perfect 
lighting ambience for any 
activity.

Fade On/Off 
Smoothly illuminate or dim 
your lights without sudden 
eye-irritating brightness or 
darkness.

Multi-Location Control
Pair with Tapo smart buttons (Tapo hub required) to control your 
lights from two or more locations without rewiring.

Automated Lighting Control
Activate your smart light switch when Tapo sensors are 
triggered (Tapo hub required). No more fumbling in the dark.

*The Tapo Hub is requried when using with smart sensors or smart buttons. Tapo Hub, smart sensors, and smart buttons are sold separately.
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Make Traditional Lights Smart
Smart Light Switch

Tapo S210 & S220

Smart Control at Your 
Fingertips
Smart  Button

Tapo S200D & S200B

No Neutral Wired Required
Easy to install as no neutral wire is required. Designed to fit most 
common houses without needing to rewire. 

Control is Always Within Reach
Pair your Tapo smart lights, smart plugs, and other smart devices with a Tapo smart button for simple and handy control. 

Smart Actions
Program your favorite smart actions and scenes in the Tapo app  based on your personalized needs. Just spark your imagination.

Instant Control with One Click
Gain instant local control over your Tapo 
smart devices without needing to open 
an app or use voice commands.

Smart Lighting Control
Use with Tapo smart bulbs or Tapo light 
switch to brighten and dim your lights 
with ease. Pair with Tapo light strips to 
alter the lighting effect effortlessly.

Customizable Functions
Use the Tapo app to program your smart 
button to trigger up to 4 different actions  
with single tapping, double tapping, and 
rotating controls.

Multi-Location Control
Place two or more Tapo smart buttons 
in different locations, so you can control 
Tapo smart devices (like lights), from 
multiple locations.

Place Anywhere
Simply place it on a table, mount it to 
the wall with the provided adhesives, 
or attach it to any magnetic surface. 
Powered by a 1+ year battery.

A Touch of Security
Emergency help is just a click away. 
Press the button and the Tapo hub will 
sound an alarm to notify you if anything 
unfortunate happens.

Enhanced Experience with Smart Actions
Trigger your switch when motion is detected with the Tapo 
Motion Sensor. Group lights and devices onto one switch to 
control the entire room with a single tap.

Multi-Bulb Lighting Smart Control
Tapo smart switches make the perfect choice when multi-bulb 
chandeliers adorn your dining and living rooms. Add smart 
control to your existing light fixtures.

Great Compatibility with No Flickering
With a 1+ year battery life, connected bulbs won't flicker. 
Compatible with most common types of light bulbs with no 
minimum load requirement to prevent flickering.

• Voice Control:  Works with  Amazon Alexa and Google Assistant for hands-free control without leaving your spot.
• Control from Anywhere:  Instantly turn connected devices on/off wherever you are via the Tapo app.
• Lighting Schedule:  Schedule when your lights turn on to match your daily routine or set a timer for added convenience.
• Away Mode:  Simulates someone being at home by randomly turning on/off connected lights.
• Multi-Location Control:  Pair with Tapo smart button to control connected lights from multiple locations.
• Family Share:  Not limited to single control. Share management permissions with family members. 
• Safe Maintenance:  Allows you to safely replace the batteries by yourself without seeking help from an electrician.
• Low-Battery Reminder:  Notifies you when the switch is low on power and keeps everything running on optimal performance.
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Even Smarter 
with Sensors
Take your smart home to the next level with Tapo smart 
sensors. Minimize accidents and worse with the Smart 
Motion Sensor and Smart Contact Sensor constantly 
monitoring and guarding your home. Keep your 
home comfy at all time with the Smart Temperature 
& Humidity Sensor and Smart Water Leak Sensor. 
Effortlessly control other Tapo devices by setting 
automation or scenes triggered by Tapo smart sensors.

Tapo T110
Smart Contact Sensor

Tapo T100
Smart Motion Sensor

Tapo T310
Smart Temperature & 
Humidity Sensor

Tapo T315
Smart Temperature & 
Humidity Monitor

Tapo T300
Smart Water Leak 
Sensor
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Stay Notified of Unusual Conditions
Monitors temperature and humidity changes in any space with 
great accuracy and sends app notifications to you.

Around-the-Clock Alerts
Equipped with six high-sensitivity sensors, the Tapo Smart 
Water Leak Sensor instantly alerts you to water leakage, making 
it ideal for bathrooms and laundry rooms where water damage is 
a concern.

Applicable To Various Occasions
Place the sensor in the bedroom for consistent comfort. Safeguard your valuable instruments, food, and wine from spoilage.

Note: The Tapo Hub is required to work with third-party platforms. Actual user experience with third-party platforms will vary by time, platform, etc. 

*Battery life is based on TP-Link's laboratory results. Actual battery life may vary.

Note: The Tapo Hub is required to work with third-party platforms. Actual user experience with third-party platforms will vary by time, platform, etc. 
†This feature is only supported on Tapo Pan & Tilt Security Cameras.

*Battery life is based on TP-Link's laboratory results. Actual battery life may vary.

Visible Alarm
Trigger Tapo smart bulbs to switch on when a water leak is 
detected by Tapo T300. Get a visual alert from your smart bulb 
before disaster strikes.

90dB Audible Alarm
With a 90dB built-in siren, 
Tapo T300 will sound a clear 
alarm to notify users.

IP67 Waterproof
Designed with an IP67 
housing, ideal for humid and 
dusty environments.

3+ Year Battery Life*
Two replaceable AAA 
batteries provide up to 3 
years of battery life.

Instant App 
Notifications
Receive an instant app 
notification when a leak 
happens or the batteries run 
low. 

Keep Your Rooms' Comfort
Automatically turns on/off appliances connected to Tapo smart 
plugs when the detected temperature or humidity is outside 
your preset range.

Accurate Monitoring
Set a specific viewpoint† for your Tapo camera so that when the 
Tapo Water Leak Sensor detects a leak, your Tapo camera will 
turn to monitor that exact area.

• High-Accuracy Sensor: The built-in Swiss-made sensor features a typical accuracy of ±3%RH, ±0.3℃ / 0.54℉ .
• Free Data Storage & Export: Generate summaries of recorded temperature and humidity data that covers the most recent two-year period.
• Long-Lasting Performance: 2-year battery life provides long-lasting convenience.*
• App Notification Alerts: Receive instant alerts on your phone whenever levels fall outside preset ranges.
• Home Automation: Automatically turns on/off appliances connected to Tapo smart devices, maximizing comfort and saving energy.
• Flexible Placement: Tapo T315 with its 2.7-inch E-link display can be placed anywhere, even in bright conditions. Hang Tapo T310 with a 

lanyard or secure it with adhesive/magnets.
• Hub Required: The Tapo Hub is required to support smart features, like remote monitoring, home automation, data export and more.

Monitor and Track Your Home 
Conditions
Smart Temperature & Humidity Sensor

Tapo T310 & T315

24/7 Drip & Leak Alerts
Smart Water Leak Sensor

Tapo T300

Grow RoomInstrumentsWine Cellar Baby Room
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Your Window & Door 
Safeguard
Smart Contact Sensor

Tapo T110

Light up Every Room 
You Walk In
Smart Motion Sensor

Tapo T100

Enhanced Protection
When doors and windows are opened unexpectedly, the Tapo 
camera will trigger alarm to deter intruders. See What’s Happening Around

When your Tapo Motion Sensor detects motion, your Tapo 
camera will activate Patrol mode† and sweep the area to see 
what's going on.

Flexible Awareness Zone
Freely rotate the sensor to the ideal angle and adjust the 
detection zone. The sensor captures motion up to 7 meters 
away with a 120° field of view. 

Go Beyond Doors & Windows

Automated Lighting Control
The smart contact sensor triggers Tapo smart bulbs, plugs, and 
switches to turn on and light up when you enter the room. Night Light

Turn on your bedside lamp connected to a Tapo plug when 
motion is detected. No more fumbling in the dark when you 
wake up at night.

Secure Your Home
Receive instant alerts on your phone when a door or window is 
opened unexpectedly. Trigger the hub to sound an alarm to warn 
of danger and deter intruders.

Guard Your Home
If motion is detected, the hub will sound an alarm. Receive 
notifications on your phone wherever you are.

Window and Door Checks
Stop wondering if you closed all your windows after leaving 
home. Check on your doors and windows at a glance with the 
Tapo app.

Note: The Tapo Hub is required to work with third-party platforms. Actual user experience with third-party platforms will vary by time, platform, etc. 

Baby Fence Pet Door Refrigerator Oven

Note: The Tapo Hub is required to work with third-party platforms. Actual user experience with third-party platforms will vary by time, platform, etc.
†This feature is only supported on Tapo Pan & Tilt Security Cameras. 
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Works with Tapo
TP-Link Tapo is constantly expanding its smart home ecosystem, offering innovative products and unique 
solutions for consumers and business partners alike. Committed to user-friendly experiences, Tapo leads 
in adopting industry-unifying standards and collaborates with top smart home platforms for enhanced 
compatibility. We're also nurturing an open development ecosystem, partnering with industry leaders to 
discover new applications and create mutual value. Join us to explore the limitless potential of a connected 
home with Tapo.

Smarter Care for 
Smarter Living 
Explore Our Collaboration Opportunities 
on Our Official Website

Unlimited 30-Day Cloud Video History
Recorded video is saved to the cloud for 30 days for you to 
access at your convenience, regardless of the camera's status 
(even if the camera is unplugged).

Smart Sort
Efficiently categorize and retrieve recorded videos based on the 
tagging you set, saving time and effort in searching through a 
large video library.

Weekly Report
Understand your Tapo Care's performance over the week. Receive a detailed breakdown of detections, including person and 
motion events.

*When enabled, the camera will send notifications with snapshots when it sees a person or an object. Motion and sound detection do not trigger rich notifications.

For more information about Tapo Care, please refer to the Tapo app or www.tp-link.com.

Snapshot Notifications*
By leveraging rich notifications, you can receive instant and 
informative alerts about events captured by Tapo cameras, 
making it easier to stay informed and take appropriate actions in 
real time.

Video Summary
By summarizing the recorded events over a day, get a 
comprehensive overview of the day's activities at a glance. 

Cloud Storage Services

Video Summary

Weekly Report

Smart Sort

Snapshot Notifications 
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The New Standard for Unified Smart Homes
Matter is a universal connectivity language for IoT devices, apps, and platforms, 

dedicated to creating a future of compatibility and interoperability.

Open API
Develop the Future of Smart Homes with Tapo

Developed with the Tapo Open API, partners can integrate Tapo products into their IoT 
ecosystems and create value-added experiences for end-users.

Reliable & Secure
Adopting proven encryption algorithms, Tapo Matter devices 
communicate with other certified devices in the local network 
(LAN), leading to lower latency and increased security. 

Easy Setup
Matter bridges the gap between ecosystems and standardizes 
the setup process by scanning the included code with any 
Matter-compatible app.

Share to Family
With the Multi-Admin of the Matter protocol, control your Tapo 
Matter devices via multiple platforms at the same time, or 
through different accounts on a single platform. 

All-Round Compatibility
No longer limited to a specific smart home app. Integrate your 
Tapo Matter device into your preferred ecosystem, such as 
Amazon Alexa, Apple Home, Google Home, and more.

Built with Tapo
The Tapo Open API enables access to manage and control an account’s devices remotely over the cloud or with the provided SDK. 
This means end users can directly control their Tapo devices on our partners' apps and platforms. This provides maximum flexibility 
to integrate our products with our partners' offerings.

Cloud-to-Cloud Solution
By linking a partner's cloud to the TP-Link Cloud, users can 
access and control Tapo devices registered to the TP-Link 
Cloud by calling the provided APIs.
Currently, our Cloud-to-Cloud Solution supports Tapo smart 
plugs and lighting. More product categories will be supported 
soon.*

Working with Our APIs, Partners Can:

Set up and control
devices with ease

*More products will be supported in the future. Please visit www.tp-link.com/open-api/ to learn more about Tapo Open API and get in touch with us. Matter is developed by the Connectivity Standards AllianceTM. This brand, related logos, and marks are trademarks of the Alliance, all rights reserved. 

Perform data collection
and analysis

Enrich their IoT
ecosystems

Provide value-added 
services to
end users

Provide more 
personalized features

for end users

Cloud & Application Integration Solution
Integrate the Tapo’s API SDK into a partners’ app. Users can 
directly setup, manage, and control Tapo devices on the app.
The current Integration Solution has supported some models 
of the smart plugs and security cameras, and more models are 
being expanded.*
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Tapo Platform Compatibility
Experience the power of synergy and elevate your smart home to new heights with Tapo’s seamless 
integration with leading smart home platforms. Tapo is constantly pushing boundaries and exploring 

compatibility possibilities with a growing list of third-party platforms.

Apple Home
Easily integrate your Tapo products with Apple Home to 
conveniently manage them using the Apple Home App, or with 
voice commands by asking Siri.

Google Home
Compatible with Google Home so that you can view and control 
your devices with its display or use simple voice commands with 
Google Assistant to control supported devices.

*Please refer to www.tp-link.com for information on third-party compatibility supported by specific models. 

*The smart functions supported by Tapo products on third-party platforms depend on the third-party platforms used.

*The app screens depicted are for visual reference only and do not necessarily represent the actual app appearance.

Apple Home and Siri are trademarks of Apple Inc., registered in the U.S. and other countries and regions. Amazon, Alexa, and all related logos are trademarks of Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. Google is a trademark 

of Google LLC. The Works with SmartThings words and logo are trademarks of Samsung Electronics Co. Ltd. Other brands and product names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders.

Amazon Alexa
Effortlessly manage and monitor your Tapo products with 
Amazon Alexa. Seamlessly control your Tapo smart home 
devices through the Alexa app or with simple voice commands.

Samsung SmartThings
Connect Tapo smart home products to SmartThings and control 
them in the app, or with Samsung Bixby and other compatible 
voice assistants. 
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